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About This Game

Space Toads Mayhem is an arcade-style, topdown shooter paying homage to classics from the 1980s - some say it tastes like
arcade-flavoured ice cream with laser blast sprinkles :)
It's a challenging, reflex-based game, rewarding a player who enjoys fast-paced action and can utilise enemy behaviour to his /
her advantage.

Select Features
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Dodge 'em up style gameplay: constant, skillful player movement is required in order to survive at later stages.
Anticipation and skill are key as the player's spaceship is often not fast enough to twitch out of trouble at the very last
moment.
Enemies with a bit of personality: simple emotional states are implemented which affect how enemies behave. For
example, each of the enemies chooses to attack the player at a different point in time since being spawned.
Epic Powerups: Mega Death Sun and Vicious Red Hole are among those making easy work of the incoming hordes.
Chance for a good drop mechanic: as the player progresses through the level and the difficulty increases, good
powerups are harder to find and nasty traps start to appear.
Arcade-style, challenging action: Due to a degree of unpredictability in enemy behaviour and randomised gameplay
elements, it is not possible to truly learn any levels by heart - therefore the player needs to stay focused all the way
through every single time.
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Title: Space Toads Mayhem
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
LimeVibe Games
Publisher:
LimeVibe Games
Release Date: 20 Nov, 2018
b4d347fde0
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can my cr 175 play this episode?. Woa, I really like the sound effects and the classic style graphics. Easy and fast intro, that
takes me straight into the fightings (and taco making). Immensely fun!. Amazing game with outstanding minimilistic style.
10\/10 would remend. This game is really fun. Extremely intense. And it feels like the skill cap is pretty high. There are a lot of
different options to explore at every moment. It feels a lot like Rocket League in terms of how much you can learn and how
many different tricks you can pull off. It also shares the tension that rocket league has, which makes the game much less casual,
if thats your thing.
Some Cons\/Feedback:
- Its hard to find your character often. Especially detecting who has the ball. I don't know if that's a decision made on purpose,
but it only hurts players that aren't used to the game. As I got more used to the game, I could usually follow the ball but its was
just confusing before that.
- And like the point above, the game looks really intimidating at first glance and has a high barrier of entry. Once you get into it,
its great, but there is like 20-40 minutes of "WTF IS GOING ON" before then. Its a big of enough wall that some of friends
didn't want to try it. Maybe more visual queues or something could help.
- The character balance feels off. Haven't played a ton to know for certain, but Onion horse seemed to massively trump the
other characters. He's super easy to play and its super hard to punish. Where as some other characters, like the one-dash guy, are
super hard to play and get instantly punished for making a mistake.
Otherwise, great game. Wonderful music. Will keep playing it.. You should play it because Charles best girl. 73\/4 Needs more
levels.. Awesome idea; I love it! VR Surviving is interesting and intriguing. Can\u2019t wait when the game will be finished.
Bought it to support Alex.
Keep it up :)
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This was my first game ever that I played on my first Windows 98 PC back when I was 6~8.
After almost 20 years, I was able to pass the first boss.

I AM recommending this.. The game is sitting at about 60%-65% positive in my book, so I'd rather give it a positive than
negative. That being said, the game needs a whole lot more than what it currently offers.
Maps are not very unique, and seem very much repetitive. As are the quests of kill this or defend that.That and the fact randoms
can just enter a map and plow everything without you knowing is another no no. The online bit, is arguable at best. I don't mind
it, but as the whole randoms showing up without your consent, makes offline mode a plus.
No character customization, no stats, all the towns are the same from what I've seen so far, and no leveling up makes for another
simplistic approach to the game. Which would be ok if the combat and response time didn't seem so stiff and delayed. Throw in
the fact aiming with ranged seems off center as well. Combat really needs a retwerk to make it more appealing. I literally find
no point to use block as its more of a pain and obstacle than a benefit honestly. Dodge is your friend.
As for positives, the game is "fun" and the art style (As many have mentioned is great.) I know..the list of positives if very very
small...but again, the game does seem fun, be it highly highly repetitive and will hold your attention for a few hours (Even if
you're just playing to get through the Grimm storyline.)
The survival bit about finding food, materials, and recipes is hit or miss for me. Some maps are teaming with game and vesen,
materials and chests...while most are empty wastelands. Adjustments are needed.
At the end of the day they have so much potential to make the game WAY more than what it currently is. That and given the IP
they have, they can do THAT much more and seeing as how much is in the game currently...yeah, it's borderline negative review
but again....60%-65% for me in hopes that what positives it does have carries them in the right path for futher patches.. DONT
USE TERRAFORMER. The game is great otherwise.. A very fun bullet-hell shooter.
The main gimmick is that you can choose between 8 types of dolls, each with heavily varying abilities, and none ever come out
as useless. You can buy multiple of each, as they act as your lives, and you can also use these dolls, when their FLOW is
maxed\/after a set amount of time, to bump into the enemies (easier said than done in most cases) and unleash a powerful
explosion, the key to success in this game. These are really fun and rewarding mechanics.
Given it's a bullet-hell, expect it to be pretty tough.. Actually helped me pass my test today
It tells you question by question if you got it right, shows the right answer and the reason for the answer.
It also shows you in which ares you are dipping in with a handy graph.. too expensive. Horrifyingly Horrible or Comedy Gold?
You Decide!
From the badly wrapped textures to the Engerish that gives you brain hemorrhages there isn't much good to day about the game
outside the first few times the random jump scares worked then they became annoying... that and the game is funny as hell once
you stop trying to take it seriously.
Video Review Below:
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=323895273. This is value for money.
"OMSI Rheinhausen" is a wondeful city and countryside map to drive, and the landscape is stunning.
With 7 day routes, a school route and 3 night routes, it's a very nice map to drive on.
The somewhat tight schedules makes it a challenge to stay in time.
And with the "line switching" at the terminus, makes no driving back and forth on the same line.
So far the best Add-on for OMSI
And I can recommend it with lots of fun.. This is an interesting little game. The voice acting is different from most of the genre,
the combat exciting, and the banter... amusing. The plot is along usual tropes, though with unique flavor (might be the snark).
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I do wonder if this is meant to be the beginning of a series of games, but if so these designers will likely get my purchase.
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